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INTRODUCTION

The greatest challenge before Africa today is how to ensure good governance and how to 

establish an acceptable, sustainable and effective economic development and well-being of  all 

Africans wherever they may be. Therefore, in focusing on regional co-operation and 

integration, it is necessary to create an environment-friendly culture. To this must be added the 

ability to harness and manage those areas of  economic empowerment that will be critical in the 

development of  African countries.

Some feeble attempts have been made in the recent past to look in the direction of  mobilizing 

and strengthening enterprises that are within the reach of  the common people. In this 

particular instance, we have in mind the imperative of  targeting the low-income groups, such 

as rural farmers and small operators who form the bulk of  the population of  our people. Small 

and medium enterprises will act as the prime supply basis to enlarge operating conglomerates. 

It is our suggestion that a friendly investment profile devoid of  the existing embarrassing 

barriers of  corruption, cheating, bad governance and violence, should be the benchmark for 

the future economic growth of  Africa. We wish to emphasize the rule of  law as a panacea for a 

healthy economic growth in Africa. African leaders should make deliberate efforts to assess 

the economic situation of  each country to determine its potentials and, thereafter, define its 

priorities.

Only last year, the Organization of  African Unity (OAU) in its wisdom decided to change its 

name to the African Union (AU) perhaps  to emphasize its commitment to a more rewarding 

co-operation and integration. One can only hope that this exercise will open avenues for better 

economic growth.
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In the recent past, our regional governments, in their desire to enhance co-operation and 

integration, have set up such bodies as the Economic Community of  West African States 

(ECOWAS) and, very recently, the New Partnership for African Development (NEPAD). All 

these are meant to strengthen the unity of  Africa as envisioned by its founding fathers. It is sad 

to observe, however, that the original goal of  these bodies, which is integration, is yet to be 

achieved because of  the lack of  will and man-made barriers created by the member states. This 

situation may well open the floodgate for researching into how the factors which have 

frustrated the goals and aspirations of  the principal operators over the years can be redressed. 

In the words of  President Museveni of  Uganda, “because of  the particular nature of  the 

evolution of  its history, the African business terrain in the past decades, have been in a state of  

arrested or frozen development”. We hope to examine the pitfalls that have been experienced 

in this regard presently.

At the moment, NEPAD, as the newest platform for continental development is gaining wide 

acceptance. Its aims are to tap massive Western aid for the rapid development of  the world's 

poorest continent (Africa), in return for its leaders' commitment to good governance and 

democracy. In November 2002, 12 African states agreed to subject their governments to the 

scrutiny of  NEPAD in a supposedly radical move to win Western support for the new body.

In the same vein, Nigeria's President, Chief  Olusegun Obasanjo, was quoted as having said 

that regional integration could only be attained in the West African sub-region through 

democracy and good governance. He said the imperative for leaders in West Africa is  to devise 

political means of  solving crises in the sub-region.  The idea may sound good, but there are yet 

many unanswered questions. For instance, in a way, the success of  NEPAD depends 

significantly on the seriousness with which governments in the developed countries take the 

African governments executing this rather ambitious plan. 

We must ask certain pertinent questions and insist on answers to them. For instance, why do 

we talk about “partnership” and trading with Europe and America when we cannot even trade 

with each other effectively because our borders are often closed?
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There may be a glimmer of  hope now that the signals are becoming positive within certain sub-

regions given their readiness for rapid integration and co-operation. For instance, despite the 

slow pace of  work, the implementation of  the West African Gas Pipelines project is a sure 

highway to regional co-operation and integration. Culturally, our sub-region is bound in an 

intricate web of  common heritages and backgrounds. The talking drums, the metal gongs, the 

string instruments, the wooden xylophone, etc., are common features in our music scores. In 

addition to these instruments are the food items cultivated and consumed within the region. 

Such common features are pointing to some cultural and historical affinities of  the peoples of  

the sub-region which should be exploited for a collective good.

OTHER AVAILABLE TOOLS OF CO-OPERATION AND INTEGRATION

Against the background outlined above, it has become necessary for us to examine the 

constraints and obstacles that have so far impeded the achievement of  greater co-operation 

and integration in the region. Some of  these are as follows:

I The culture of  lack of  respect for the rule of  law has probably been the main obstacle to 

regional co-operation and integration. When our fragile democracies, no matter how 

ineffective and imperfect, are overthrown by the military, anarchy, instability and 

retardation set in on all fronts. The scenario is further compounded by an unhealthy 

rivalry between government and the opposition, mutual antagonism by all stakeholders 

in the polity and poor interpersonal skills, leading to bitterness, lack of  direction and 

truncated growth. Thus nothing or very little is achieved;

ii. Indiscipline is another factor militating against regional co-operation and integration. 

Even in democratic institutions, many avoidable management errors occur. Those in 

authority are either sectional or allow ethnicity to becloud their judgment in public policy 

making. This generates suspicion and lack of  co-operation in the polity. Moreover, 

corruption has permeated everywhere and become institutionalized, resulting in 

breakdown in discipline, disastrous decline in productivity, administrative inefficiency, 

red-tapism, and negation of  every genuine effort at positive development;

iii. Financial indiscipline is a major hindrance to the enthronement of  viable regional co-

operation and integration. All African countries are rightly classified as poor. That is the 

truth vis-à-vis the leading economies of  the world. Even the Asian Tigers that collapsed 
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recently demonstrated some kind of  wizardry in their effective management of  

investment funds. In our own case, the intervention of  the World Bank and 

International Monetary Fund further impoverished and enslaved Africans. The 

governments were so financially emasculated that they were incapable of  assisting 

others meaningfully even where they desired to do so. Governments were known to 

“waste” the borrowed funds on frivolities such that most of  them are now suffocated 

with external debts due to financial rascality;

iv. It is generally known that one of  the major causes of  ineffective co-operation and 

integration in the region is intra-regional armed conflicts which have now virtually 

become a permanent feature of  the continent. These have complicated every known 

development agenda on the continent. For some decades now, Nigeria, Liberia, Sierra 

Leone, Senegal, Angola, Burundi, Rwanda, Chad, Burkina Faso, Guinea Bissau, Eritrea, 

Algeria, Morocco, etc., have been engaged in one armed conflict or the other. These 

conflicts have destroyed the economies of  the countries concerned, decimated human 

lives and sowed the seed of  hatred, desolation and famine.

PROPOSED REMEDY

While the machinery of  the African Union (AU), the European Union (EU) and the United 

Nations (UN) are bending over backwards to combat these infractions to a healthy regional co-

operation and integration, other sources, tools, and avenues must be exploited to remedy the 

situation.

The common saying, “there are many ways to kill a snake”, is quite applicable to the efforts at 

finding other ways and means of  addressing the issues of  regional co-operation and 

integration. The right approach, as the saying goes, is “to use what you have to get what you 

want.” Since it is PR practice that provides me the binoculars to study the problems, I shall 

devote the following sections to an explication of  the parameters on which public relations can 

serve as a veritable tool for regional co-operation and integration.

Although I assume that the readers of  this article are PR practitioners and others in ancillary 
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disciplines, it is still necessary to urge us all to refocus public relations, its principles, its utility, 

methodology and how effectively it can be used for bridge-building.

In my over sixty-five years of  contact with public relations and related matters, I can say with a 

degree of  confidence that I have watched from the Nigerian and global perspectives a 

transformation in the development of  Africa which is a reflection of  the evolution in the 

nature of  governance.

In spite of  the various definitions of  public relations, the basic understanding is that public 

relations “is the management function which evaluates public attitudes, identifies the policies 

and procedures of  an organization with the public interest, and executes programmes of  

action to earn public understanding and acceptance”. This could also be stretched to include “ 

a policy of  enlightened self-interest by which process a business/ organization, continually 

tries to win the goodwill and understanding of  its customers/clients, employees and the public 

at large. Over time, it has been accepted that very few activities other than public relations, 

demand more creativity, conceptual skill and other intellectual abilities. The uniqueness and 

nature of  public relations are in its ability to adapt to particular demands.

I wish to draw attention to the imperative that public relations is an effective tool of  education 

and information to develop basic information required to make political economic decisions. 

As J. I. Royce said in his Public Relations in the World, “if  the overriding ambition of  all people of  

all nations [including Africa] is to live in peace and harmony, and if  that depends on human 

relations then the [PR persons] as professional communicators, should be able to contribute, 

in some small way, to the attainment of  that universal objective”.

Public relations practitioners in Africa should prime themselves up and offer their services, as 

and when required, and without any hesitation, to foster and facilitate the development and 

growth of  co-operation and integration on the continent, appreciating that they are the bridge 

between people and the government. It is our responsibility to ensure that the quality of  

information we disseminate is correct and incontrovertible so we all can be a part of  the 
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momentum to create a new continent built firmly on genuine developmental foundation.

POSITIVE ACTIONS

Regional Reputation Summit

Having reviewed the benefits of  using public relations as a tool of  integration, it is now 

germane to determine the extent to which these tools can be employed. In a recent classic 

outing, the Nigerian Institute of  Public Relations (NIPR) flagged off  a programme tagged 

National Reputation Summit in Abuja in which NIPR espoused a case for making reputation a 

core tool of  public relations, and went ahead to address the importance of  building 

stakeholders' commitment to reputation as a key national asset. The Summit recommended a 

blueprint for identifying sectors, institutions and practices to cherish as reputation symbols in 

Nigeria. It went further to postulate the commencement of  an action plan for each zone to 

contribute to a national culture of  excellence and productivity and, finally, decided to outline 

key players in public/private sectors whose peculiar reputation challenges reflect on the 

national image. It is noteworthy that the Summit supported the effort to enact a law for the 

freedom of  information.

It is our view that the other national public relations bodies should hold similar summits within 

a year to address a plethora of  thorny developmental problems that tend to frustrate regional 

co-operation and integration. By 2004, when the summits would have ended, FAPRA should 

organize an Al l-Afr ica Summit to consider and endorse the var ious 

recommendations/decisions from all the National PR Associations. A blueprint will then be 

prepared for Heads of  State of  the African Union Conference in 2004. Such action is bound to 

take time, patience and commitment, but the end result will be well worth the effort.

African Union Special Agency

During my period as President of  FAPRA, we took the first steps to obtain from the 

Organization of  African Unity, the necessary format application for FAPRA to be appointed a 

Special Agency of  the OAU. It is my candid view that the time is long overdue for us to 

vigorously pursue and actualize it.
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Our various National PR Associations should be able to write acceptable proposals that would 

make it imperative to appoint FAPRA a Special Agency of  the African Union. A composite 

document, well engineered and tooled, can then emerge and be effectively marketed to attract 

the favour and subsequent approval of  the various Heads of  State. This action should be taken 

within a time frame not later than 31 December 2003. All of  us have lost too much valuable 

time that now needs some serious redeeming.

Special Task Force

We have mentioned earlier the importance of  education, information and enlightenment. As a 

follow up to this, it is necessary to constitute a Special Task Force to look at the entire African 

region, develop a five-year vision cutting across all areas of  development and growth. 

Education in the region should be a special subject for consideration because when the people 

are educated, they become better informed to add value to the benefits of  co-operation and 

integration.

Education also emancipates the people and exposes them to large opportunities. Any 

development that does not provide better and varied opportunities is a farce. Our people must 

be given the opportunity to develop a culture of  work. I will like to put it this way: “let him that 

does not labour eat only at the consent of  those who labour”. Employment must be 

emphasized just as this increases the products and the essential needs of  the citizenry. The 

action plan we envisage should reflect all aspects of  endeavour and address such issues that will 

effectively stimulate the growth of  the economies, especially the agricultural sector. This is the 

time to stimulate and sustain economic growth by ensuring adequate investment in people, 

providing a competitive climate and keeping the economy open to international participation 

without compromising the large interests of  the community.

CONCLUSION

The point we have attempted to make in this paper is to emphasize that public relations is a 

prime, indispensable, effective and result-oriented tool for regional co-operation and 

integration. The problem, dear reader, is not in our stars. Rather, it is in our inability to look 

beyond today and see the challenges in the horizon before us waiting to be plucked and 
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utilized.

As bridge-builders, the bricks are ready, the mortar is available, and the plumb rule and trowel 

are at our disposal. It is now our duty to put up the superstructure and raise the walls of  a 

healthy regional co-operation and integration that will make us all justifiably proud. It is a duty 

we must do with vision, commitment and determination. 
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